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ps-------------J'ragmrnt!i
I searched for the fragments
of joy,
I knew life held much joy in store,
I eagerly gathered each bit
And hungrily stilI yearned for more!
I garnered the fragments of love,
All scattered
and strewn far apart,
And hugging them tight to my breast
I gathered them into my heart!
I gathered the fragments
of life,
Endowing each one with a soul,
I pieced them together and made
A glorious and unified whole!

l!Idliratiou
With green which I took from the pine-tree
And gray from the rocks staunch and true,
With blue from the depths of the ocean
I painted a picture for you!
With jewels I caught from the rainbow
And set in a circlet of dew
Adorned with the gold from the sunbeam,
I fashioned a crown, dear, for you!
With joy from the world about me,
With laughter
from children
so true,
With love which I learned from a mother.
I sing ,then, my love, dear, for you!

lilo 1!laullrmuH
Dear Lord above, so good and wise,
I pray Thee look into my eyes,
That I may see, in every land,
The wonders which proclaim Thy hand!
Dear Lord of all, so kind and dear,
I pray Thee, speak into my ear,
That I may hear, with joy and glee,
The praise which all men sing to Thee r
Dear Lord and Master, Ruler, King,
I. pray Thee, give me voice to sing,
That I may join, with one acclaim,
In singing praises to Thy name!
Dear Lord and God, who loving art,
I pray Thee, open wide my heart,
That I may love, as befits Thee,
Who loved enough, a man to be r
-Margaret
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K. Fowler,

'26.

In the Early Morning
There is a coolness in the air, but no wind stirs. It is ghostly light. The
sun has not yet poked its curving edges over the hills. It is that moment of
expectation, of hesitation that marks the slipping of night into day.
The little path that snakes its way up the gently sloping hill at the back
of the house recognizes the mystical moment and it, too, waits. The slender
trees whose branches arch above my path are silent, motionless.
The leaves
are gay with the dew; the brown trunk is damp and grey. The friendly dryads
of these my trees, stepped through the doors just as I came to the windowfor I heard the faint click of the locks. The stonewall which keeps the little
path from meandering across the field, and perhaps from wandering on still
further down the curving sides of the world, is cool and contented and relaxed
And the slim grass drinks thankfully of the dew upon its smooth sides.
At Noon
The sun, hot and steady, burns and tires my little path. The sky is an
intense heat-freighted blue, and heavy. No cooling, fragrant wind blows from
the south. The trees are patient under the heat. Their leaves, lacking dew
or rain, turn to the damp earth around their roots for the water that keeps
them green. The stone-wall is fiery and baked, and it longs for the cool of
evening. Once, the tired little man who dwells in the wall, whispered to me
that he dreaded the hot summer hours now that his age had increased so.
It seems that long ago he was youthful and-but
that is another .tale l The
grass is limp and yellow on the edges. The heavy, heat-laden atmosphere
drops nearer and nearer my little path until it gasps, Even the tiny insects,
who love the warmth, seek coolness under the yellowing grass.
In the Twilight
From the south comes a breeze bringing relief.
The trees grow steady
again; the leaves whisper happily amongst themselves.
The stone-wall
expands and stretches under the friendly purply-blue sky. The grass sways
and swings gently. On a tall, lifting branch a thrush pours out his throbbing
song. A moth weaves a thread of white through the slowly dropping dusk.
A faint golden light pricks the darkening blue. Peace and coolness and quiet
are over my path-and
it is happy!
-Alice
Barrett, '25,

[III]

When the mist enfolds the cottage walls
And the dawning dimly strains
Through the wavering shroud of grey and falls
On the casement's dripping panes;
When the stately elm is a wraith obscure
With rainbows in her hair
And the salty tang of the seals allure
Is calling our souls to dare:
Then a wistful sadness wraps me round
And a longing fills my soul
For the untried trails and seas unbound,
For the vague, uncertain goal,
For the fires of home and love and life
To warm my chilling heart
For some clarion call to enter the strife
And wrest from the world my part.
-Barbara

Brooks. '26.

ilio m~1' l\m1'riran l£a911'
We have a little custom
That to me seems most exoticOn holidays and special days
We're very patriotic.
On ordinary everydays
Our civic pride is small,
And on rainy days and snowy days
There's none of it at al1.
My way of knowing all these things
Consists in nothing more
Than in glancing at the flag-pole
Out beside the reservoir_
On holidays our flag is large,
On everydays it's small;
And on rainy days and snowy days
There is no flag at all.
Olive Ray Brooke, '25,
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�implr 1Grauty
Through a too-common illusion, simplicity and beauty are considered
rivals, and I shall try to point out a few facts to the contrary.

as

Simple is not synonymous with ugly, anymore than sumptuous, stylish,
and costly are synonymous with beautiful.
Wealth coup led with bad taste
sometimes makes us regret that so much money is in circulation to provoke
the creation of such horrors. But we should not confound true beauty with
that which has only the name. The beauty of existence lies in the understanding we have of it. You need not be rich to give grace and charm to your
habitation: It suffices to have good taste and good will.
May I say a few words regarding women here. Those who would have
women wear shapeless garments which would appear no better than bags,
misunderstand completely the spirit of things. If dress were only a precaution to shelter from cold, a beast's skin would do as well. The dress is not
simply a covering; it is a symbol. To be truly beautiful, it must tell of beautiful things. Spend all the money you possess upon it, if it is determined by
chance or custom, if it has no relation to her who wears it, it is only toggery,
ultra-fashionable
dress, which covers up the personality of the wearer, takes
away the attraction.
From this abuse it happens that things women admire do as much wrong to their beauty as to their purses.
The dress you
have made for yourself is almost always the most becoming.
And has anything the power to please more than simple, fresh costumes of country people,
which have beauty in the simplicity?
The same applies to our homes. Why, under pretext of decorating them
do we destroy that personal character, why do sleeping rooms resemble
those of hotels, and why do reception rooms look like waiting rooms, all by
following a type of official beauty? You can go through houses in a city or
country and find them much alike because of repetition.
How much more
enhancing would they not be with more simplicity!
With simplicity the individual, human personality can be stamped on a home.
The same is true with housekeeping.
Some girls have the idea that it
is a contemptuous task, in which there is no beauty, that it is too simple to
have any attraction, and that only art and authorship can have style. They
believe home work to be menial and disagreeable such as sweeping and
watching a pot boil. It all depends in whose hand the broom or the pen is.
If work remains without charm, inspite of outward appearances, it is because
the worker does not know how to make it so, The best is to be able to put
a soul into that which has none. A house can not be a home without some
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deft touch to make it such, but luxury is not needed to turn the simple into
beauty. As I read in some book that
the original of the fairies sung by
poets was found, and is still, among those amiable mortals who knead bread
with energy, mend rents with cheerfulness, nurse the sick with smiles, put
witchery into a ribbon and genius into a stew, still holds true. When a
house is cramped, a purse limited, a table modest, then a woman who has
the gift, finds a way to make order, fitness and convenience in that home.
To do well what you have to do is not a privilege of the rich, but the right
of all. Here again may I quote a passage that holds great truth: "Nature
has given to the fingers of woman a charming art which she knows by instinct, and which is peculiarly her own, as silk to the worm, and lace-work
to the swift and subtle spider. She is the poet, the interpreter of her own
grace and ingeniousness, the spinner of the mystery in which her wish to
please arrays itself. All the talent she expends in her effort to equal men
in the other arts, is never worth the spirit and conception wrought out
through a bit of stuff in her skillful hands".
After all everything is rich
is hidden, beauty. To be yourself and to realize the kind of beauty fitting in
its natural place is a great ideal. Is it not better to have beauty in simplicity
than to hope to have what you really have not, and to long for a poor cheap
imitation of finery? Simple is not synonymous with ugly, but as many times
as we wish, it can be synonymous with beauty.
II

1I

-Ethel
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Mace, '27.

Apologies to Sara Teasdale
April found me lonely
Raindrops in my eyes.
May came swiftly after,
Radiant with surprise.
June found me in a rapture,
The world a glorious song.
'N eath drowsy, pearly starlight
You said you'd love me long.
But then in cool September
You flew south like a bird;
You kissed my startled, trembling mouth;
But never spoke a word.
Oh, I can smile quite sweetly now;
I do not mind the rain.
But yet, amid next April showers,
I hope you'll come again.

Apologies to Carl Sandburg
I met you first at six P. M. at Field's.
We dined, we danced-watched cars-Piercearrows-the
ilL".
Heme in a taxi-stopping and jolting-boulevards-asphalt-bridges-doorstep-goodnight.
I met you the next night at six P. M. at Field's.

Apologies to Amy Lowell
All day long I have been thinking
How I love you,
But you are far from here.
There is only a cold gray cloud in the sky;
The wind is very still;
It can not move the cloud to the horizon.
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